
Tank Farm Operator 

Employment Type: Full Time 
Job Type: Hourly  

Location: Houston Texas IAH - George Bush Intercontinental Airport 
Organization: Allied Aviation Fueling of Houston Inc. 
Benefits: Paid weekly, paid vacation, premium holiday pay, sick time, medical, dental, eye care benefits, and 401k 
plan.  
 

Job Description and Responsibilities  
 
Essential duties and responsibilities of a Tank Farm Operator include the following, but not limited to: responsible for 
the receiving and dispatching of jet fuel via pipeline and/or tanker truck, take samples and perform tests on product 
for quality control and perform inspections. In addition, they are to perform routine and periodic inspections within 
compliance with company, government, and industry standards, transfer product and monitor storage tanks, 
pipelines, and related equipment to ensure that they are in good working order to prevent spills, releases, and 
product contamination. They are required to log entries of fuel transactions, quality control, and maintenance and 
perform all required tasks in a safety conscious manner, incorporating all aspects of the corporate and local facilities 
safety training program. Per shift, one person will be dedicated to ensure that the hydrant system is operating above 
and beyond status quo. In addition, the Tank Farm Operator shall assist in facility maintenance that include tank 
cleaning and filter changes plus perform mechanical work on hydrant valves, boxes, painting, and duties of similar 
skill levels.  Tank Farm Operators will work under the guidance of the Lead Mechanic. 

 
Qualifications 
 
Must be at least 18 years of age; hold a valid Texas driver’s license, and High school diploma or equivalent. Must be 
able to work in extreme temperatures and inclement weather; days, nights, weekends and holidays. This position 
requires frequent walking, stretching, bending, climbing and must be able to lift up to 50 pounds. Must be able to pass 
drug screen, physical, and clear an FBI back ground check in order to obtain a US Customs security clearance and 
Airport SIDI Badge. Must be mechanically inclined, self-motivated, and possess good computer skills, good math 
skills, and knowledge of ATA-103.  
 
Equal Employment Opportunity 

Allied Aviation and its subsidiary and affiliated companies are committed to a policy of equal opportunity and fair 
treatment for all employees and applicants for employment.  To this end, the Company will recruit, hire and promote 
qualified persons for all job classifications solely on the basis of individual qualifications for the particular job to be 
performed and without regard to race, color, religion, gender, national origin, citizenship, age, disability, veteran 
status, sexual orientation or any other characteristic protected by Federal, state or local law. 

 


